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The Flipped Classroom:  Changing the Paradigm 
by Gabrielle Corley 

Gabrielle Corley is a retired Library Media Specialist and Curriculum Coordinator for 
Instructional Technology and Library Services 

 
 
The time honored and traditional model of teaching goes something like this: “I do – We do – You 
do”.  In a classroom setting that is an excellent way for the educator to organize instruction, you 
introduce and explain or demonstrate a concept, then do it with the class, then send them home to 
practice.  For students, however, that one size fits all approach can leave lots of pitfalls.  We all 
absorb and process information differently, and we all express our learning in unique ways.  If a 
student cannot fit the standard mold, then they are in danger of falling behind. 
 
What’s the solution?  Flip it!  Sometimes referred to as Blended learning, Flipped learning means 
that the students watch or listen to the content in a setting outside the classroom, and then do their 
‘homework’ in class.  Teachers, in turn, are free to work on understanding and application during 
class time.  Of course, just giving the students a video to watch does not increase learning.  Active 
learning in the form of labs, demonstrations, projects, in-depth explanations must go hand in hand 
with the outside video or podcast.   
 
When I worked with groups of teachers during eMINTS (enhancing Missouri's Instructional 
Networked Teaching Strategies) training, they learned many techniques for enriching and 
increasing both content and active learning as well as individualizing experiences to meet learner 
needs.  Looking back, I can clearly see that the focus was on ‘flipping’ and differentiation, even 
thought that lingo was not in use at the time!  Those teachers created WebQuests and interactive 
classroom websites designed to allow the student to learn, review, practice, and create anywhere 
they had computer access.  They found ways to make it work, even for the students without 
Internet or computer access as home, by repurposing de-activated cell phones into mini video 
viewers and podcast listening machines. Why?  Because it worked so well in reaching all their 
students. 
 
In today’s world, we have many rich resources available to enhance our teaching.  Educate.Today 
is a treasure trove of first person, authentic experiences in video form that can be used to help give 
you the content you need for student learning in a safe and enclosed environment.  For educators, 
Educate.Today offers the ability to Create Classroom Accounts with the following features: 
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a. Membership for your students and unlimited individual student account 
b. Playlists for students 
c. Messaging to students 
d. Ability to assign videos and assignments to students 
e. Integration with Google Classroom 

 
These features give Ms. Jolene, a beginning teacher who has been handed the challenge of 
creating a careers unit with her multiple 10th grade study hall classes, the ability to 
differentiate and provide resources to fit all of her students.  By going to the Career 
Resources section of Educate.Today, Ms. Jolene finds that there are authentic first person 
videos of people engaged in a myriad of careers.  In her view, these are so valuable because 
they are just people talking or demonstrating the thing they love to do.  There is no recruiting, 
no sales pitch, just real experiences that allow students to explore hundreds of options.  She 
can set up classroom accounts for all of her 82 students and easily message them, monitor 
what they are exploring, give assignments and suggestions, provide feedback and support.  
The students are given time to narrow their interests down by viewing videos on their own 
time, and she can guide them during class time to further resources, practicing research 
basics, and creating products that express their learning.  The students?  They love it, because 
they can focus on personal interests and get the learning support they need from their teacher.  
It’s a win for everyone. 

Doing the ‘Flip’ is not without its challenges, but the payoff is worth the extra effort in the long 
run.  Students need to be trained and guided to stay on task, work collaboratively, and solve their 
own problems.  This can prove harder than making everyone be quiet during a lecture.  Parents 
need to be educated about the expectations, but research shows clear benefits for everyone.  And 
educators will need to plan on their classrooms being busy, varied, maybe a little noisier, but 
vastly more productive. With Educate.Today as your sidekick, you are well on your way to 
achieving the classroom of your dreams.  Those eMINTS teachers would have been jealous! 
 
Resources: 
 
Blended Learning Models https://www.blendedlearning.org/models/?gclid=CjwKCAjw-
vjqBRA6EiwAe8TCk5fIo8dh0jPLeePx-
RtXUiZo7uxSPd_pTDaphOQkqkociZnqq_HRvRoCvysQAvD_BwE#flip 
 
Google Classroom https://teachercenter.withgoogle.com/first-day-trainings/welcome-to-classroom 
 
 


